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pulleys.   The conclusion from this, as to arrangement of pulleys, is obvious.    For effect of humidity see Jour. A.S.M.K., 1915.
178.	Proper Size  of Pulleys.-   A bolt  resists a force which
tends to bend it.    Work must be done, therefore, in bending a
belt around a pulley.    The more' it  is bent the more work is
required and the more rapidly the belt is worn out.    Suppose
AB, Fig. 185, to represent a belt which moves from A toward
B.    If it runs upon C it   must be bent more than if it runs
upon D.    The work done in bending the belt is converted into
useless heat by the friction between the bolt libers.   It is desirable,
therefore, to do as little bending as possible.   This is one reason
why large pulleys in general are more efficient than little ones.
The resistance to bonding increases with the thickness of the
belt, and hence double belts should not In* used on small pulleys
if it can be avoided.
Double       belts may be used on pulleys i/' and over.
Triple	"      tl    4t     <f    "       "     20"   iA      "
Quadruple   "      cs    4i    "    <4       t4     30"   t4      "
 179.	Distance Desirable between  Shafts.    In  the design of
belting care should bo taken not to make the distance between
the shafts carrying the pulleys too small, especially if there is the
possibility of sudden changes of load.    Bolls have some elasticity,
and the total yielding under any given stress is proportional to
the length, the area of cross section being the same.   There
fore a long belt becomes a yielding part, or spring, and its yielding'
may reduce the stress due to a suddenly applied load to a safe
value; whereas in the case of a short bolt, with other conditions
exactly the same, the stress clue to much less yielding might be
sufficient to rupture or weaken the joint.
 180.	Rope-drives.—-The formula* which have boon derived
for belts also'apply to rope-drives.     For good durability the
allowable tension in a rope-drive should   be about aocxf2 Ibs.
where d is the diameter of the rope in  inches.    Experiments

